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Abstract—We propose polynomial-time algorithms that spar-
sify planar and bounded-genus graphs while preserving optimal
or near-optimal solutions to Steiner problems. Our main contri-
bution is a polynomial-time algorithm that, given an unweighted
graph G embedded on a surface of genus g and a designated face
f bounded by a simple cycle of length k, uncovers a set F ⊆ E(G)
of size polynomial in g and k that contains an optimal Steiner
tree for any set of terminals that is a subset of the vertices of f .

We apply this general theorem to prove that:
• given an unweighted graph G embedded on a surface of

genus g and a terminal set S ⊆ V (G), one can in polynomial
time find a set F ⊆ E(G) that contains an optimal Steiner
tree T for S and that has size polynomial in g and |E(T )|;

• an analogous result holds for an optimal Steiner forest for
a set S of terminal pairs;

• given an unweighted planar graph G and a terminal set
S ⊆ V (G), one can in polynomial time find a set F ⊆ E(G)
that contains an optimal (edge) multiway cut C separating
S (i.e., a cutset that intersects any path with endpoints in
different terminals from S) and has size polynomial in |C|.

In the language of parameterized complexity, these results imply
the first polynomial kernels for STEINER TREE and STEINER
FOREST on planar and bounded-genus graphs (parameterized
by the size of the tree and forest, respectively) and for (EDGE)
MULTIWAY CUT on planar graphs (parameterized by the size of
the cutset). STEINER TREE and similar “subset” problems were
identified in [1] as important to the quest to widen the reach of
the theory of bidimensionality [2, 3] . Therefore, our results can
be seen as a leap forward to achieve this broader goal.

Additionally, we obtain a weighted variant of our main
contribution: a polynomial-time algorithm that, given an edge-
weighted planar graph G, a designated face f bounded by a
simple cycle of weight w(f), and an accuracy parameter ε > 0,
uncovers a set F ⊆ E(G) of total weight at most poly(ε−1)w(f)
that, for any set of terminal pairs that lie on f , contains a Steiner
forest within additive error εw(f) from the optimal Steiner forest.
This result deepens the understanding of the recent framework of
approximation schemes for network design problems on planar
graphs ( [4, 5] , and later works) by explaining the structure of
the solution space within a brick of the so-called mortar graph –
the central notion of this framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Preprocessing algorithms seek out and remove chunks of in-

stances of hard problems that are irrelevant or easy to resolve.

The strongest preprocessing algorithms reduce instances to the

point that even an exponential-time brute-force algorithm can

solve the remaining instance within limited time. The power

of many preprocessing algorithms can be explained through

the relatively recent framework of kernelization [6, 7]. In

this framework, each problem instance I has an associated

parameter k(I), often the desired or optimal size of a solution

to the instance. Then a kernel is a polynomial-time algorithm

that preprocesses the instance so that its size shrinks to at most

g(k(I)), for some computable function g. If g is a polynomial,

then we call it a polynomial kernel.
The ability to measure the strength of a kernel through the

function g has led to a concerted research effort to determine,

for each problem, the function g of smallest order that can be

attained by a kernel for it. Initial insight into this function,

in particular a proof of its existence, is usually given by a

parameterized algorithm: an algorithm that solves an instance

I in time g(k(I)) · |I|O(1). Such an algorithm implies a kernel

with the same function g, while, if the considered problem is

decidable, then any kernel immediately gives a parameterized

algorithm as well [6, 7]. However, if the problem is NP-hard,

then this approach can only yield a kernel of superpolynomial

size, unless P=NP. Therefore, different insights are needed to

find the function g of smallest order, and in particular to find

a polynomial kernel. This fact, combined with the discovery

that for many problems the existence of a polynomial kernel

implies a collapse in the polynomial hierarchy [8]–[10], has

recently led to a spike in research on polynomial kernels.

A focal point of research into polynomial kernels are

problems on planar graphs. Many problems that on general

graphs have no polynomial kernel or even no kernel at all,

possess a polynomial kernel on planar graphs. The existence

of almost all of these polynomial kernels can be explained

from the theory of bidimensionality [2, 3, 11]. The core

assumption behind this theory is that the considered problem is

bidimensional: informally speaking, the solution to an instance

must be dense in the input graph. However, this assumption

clearly fails for a lot of problems, which has led to gaps in

our understanding of the power of preprocessing algorithms
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for planar graphs. In their survey, Demaine and Hajiaghayi

[1, 12] pointed out ‘subset’ problems, in particular STEINER

TREE, as an important research goal in the quest to generalize

the theory of bidimensionality.

In this paper, we pick up this line of research and positively

resolve the question to the existence of a polynomial kernel

on planar graphs for three well-known ‘subset’ problems:

STEINER TREE, STEINER FOREST, and MULTIWAY CUT. We

remark that the theory of bidimensionality does not apply

to any of these three problems, and that for the first two

problems a polynomial kernel on general graphs is unlikely

to exist [13] and for the third the existence of a polynomial

kernel on general graphs is a major open problem [14, 15].

All kernelization results in this paper are a consequence of

a single, generic sparsification algorithm for Steiner trees in

planar graphs, which is of independent interest. This sparsifi-

cation algorithm extends to edge-weighted planar graphs, and

we demonstrate its impact on approximation algorithms for

problems on planar graphs, in particular on the EPTAS for

STEINER TREE on planar graphs [5].

A. Results

We present an overview of the three major results that make

up this paper. First, we describe the generic sparsification

algorithm for Steiner trees in planar graphs. Second, we show

how this sparsification algorithm powers the kernelization

results in this paper. Third, we exhibit the extension of the

sparsification algorithm to edge-weighted planar graphs, and

its implications for approximation algorithms on planar graphs.

The Main Theorem. In our main contribution, we characterize

the behavior of Steiner trees in bricks. In our work, a brick
is simply a connected plane graph B with one designated

face formed by a simple cycle ∂B, which w.l.o.g. is the

outer (infinite) face of the plane drawing of B, and called the

perimeter of B. Recall that a Steiner tree of a graph G is a tree

in G that contains a given set S ⊆ V (G) (called terminals).

We also say that the Steiner tree connects S. In the unweighted

setting, a Steiner tree T that connects S is optimal if every

Steiner tree that connects S has at least as many edges as

T . We apply our characterization of Steiner trees in bricks to

obtain the following sparsification algorithm:

Theorem I.1 (Main Theorem). Let B be a brick. Then one
can find in O(|∂B|142 · |V (B)|) time a subgraph H of B such
that

(i) ∂B ⊆ H ,
(ii) |E(H)| = O(|∂B|142), and

(iii) for every set S ⊆ V (∂B), H contains some optimal
Steiner tree in B that connects S.

The result of Theorem I.1 is stronger than just a polynomial

kernel, because the graph H contains an optimal Steiner tree

for any terminal set that is a subset of the brick’s perimeter. We

also emphasise that the purely combinatorial (non-algorithmic)

statement of Theorem I.1, which asserts the existence of a

subgraph H that has property (iii) and polynomial size, is

nontrivial and, in our opinion, interesting on its own. A naive

construction of a subgraph H that has property (iii) would

mark an optimal Steiner tree for each set S ⊆ V (∂B).
Combined with the observation that any optimal Steiner tree

of a set S ⊆ V (∂B) has size at most |∂B| (as ∂B is a Steiner

tree that connects S), we obtain a bound on the size of H of

|∂B| · 2|∂B|. The polynomial bound of Theorem I.1 presents

a significant improvement over this naive bound.

We give a detailed overview of the proof of Theorem I.1

in Section II. A full version is available on the arXiv [16].

There we also prove an analogue of Theorem I.1 for graphs

of bounded genus, with a polynomial dependence on the genus

in the size bound.

The approach that we take in this paper is very different

from previous approaches to tackle problems on planar graphs

or on bricks. In particular, our ideas are disjoint from those

developed in both an EPTAS [5] and a subexponential-time

parameterized algorithm [17] for PLANAR STEINER TREE. In

those works, a brick was cut into so-called strips and then each

strip was cut with a ‘perpendicular column’. Here, we take a

novel approach and start our construction by using an optimal

Steiner tree to recursively decompose the brick. If no optimal

Steiner tree decomposes the brick in a manner suitable for

recursion, then we show that the brick has a very particular

structure, which we can exploit in a different decomposition

argument. The analysis of this case in fact constitutes the main

part of our paper (we refer to Section II for details). We also

stress that we do not employ any techniques used in the theory

of bidimensionality. In particular, we do not use any tools from

Graph Minors theory, such as the Excluded Grid Theorem [18,

19] — the engine of the theory of bidimensionality.

Applications of Theorem I.1. We give three applications of

Theorem I.1. For each application, we state the result and its

significance. Proof sketches can be found in Section III.

For the first application of Theorem I.1, we consider

STEINER TREE. For this problem, a polynomial kernel on gen-

eral graphs implies a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy [13].

At the same time, the core assumption of bidimensionality

theory fails, and whether a polynomial kernel exists for

STEINER TREE on planar graphs was hitherto unknown. Using

Theorem I.1, we can resolve the existence of a polynomial

kernel for STEINER TREE on planar graphs.

Theorem I.2. Given a PLANAR STEINER TREE instance
(G,S), one can in O(k142OPT |G|) time find a set F ⊆ E(G)
of O(k142OPT ) edges that contains an optimal Steiner tree
connecting S in G, where kOPT is the size of an optimal
Steiner tree.

We emphasise two aspects of Theorem I.2. First, the pro-

posed algorithm does not need to be given an optimal solution

nor its size, even though the running time and output size of

the algorithm are polynomial in the size of an optimal solution.

Second, the running time of the algorithm can be bounded by

O(|G|2): if |G| is smaller than the promised kernel bound,

then the algorithm may simply return the input graph without
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any modification. Similar remarks hold also for the second and

third applications of Theorem I.1 that we present later.

For the second application of Theorem I.1, we modify the

approach of Theorem I.2 for the closely related STEINER

FOREST problem on planar graphs. Recall that a Steiner forest
that connects a family S ⊆ V (G) × V (G) of terminal pairs

in a graph G is a forest in G such that both vertices of each

pair in S are contained in the same connected component of

the forest.

Theorem I.3. Given a PLANAR STEINER FOREST instance
(G,S), one can in O(k710OPT |G|) time find a set F ⊆ E(G)
of O(k710OPT ) edges that contains an optimal Steiner forest
connecting S in G, where kOPT is the size of an optimal
Steiner forest.

Using the analogue of Theorem I.1 for bounded-genus

graphs, we extend Theorems I.2 and I.3 to obtain a polynomial

kernel for STEINER TREE and even STEINER FOREST on such

graphs. Here, we assume that we are given an embedding of

the input graph into a surface of genus g such that the interior

of each face is homeomorphic to an open disc.

For the third application of Theorem I.1, we consider

EDGE MULTIWAY CUT on planar graphs. Recall that an edge
multiway cut1 in a graph G is a set X ⊆ E(G) such that

no two vertices of a given set S ⊆ V (G) are in the same

component of G\X . A recent breakthrough in the application

of matroid theory to kernelization problems [15, 20] led to

the discovery of a polynomial kernel for MULTIWAY CUT on

general graphs with a constant number of terminals. It is a

major open question whether this problem has a polynomial

kernel for an arbitrary number of terminals [14, 15]. Here,

we show that such a polynomial kernel does exist for EDGE

MULTIWAY CUT on planar graphs.

Theorem I.4. Given a PLANAR EDGE MULTIWAY CUT in-
stance (G,S), one can in polynomial time find a set F ⊆
E(G) of O(k568OPT ) edges that contains an optimal solution to
(G,S), where kOPT is the size of this optimal solution.

We note that in contrast to the work on polynomial kernels

for MULTIWAY CUT mentioned before [15, 20], we do not

rely on matroid theory.

As an immediate consequence of Theorem I.2 and Theo-

rem I.4, we observe that by plugging the kernels promised by

these theorems into the algorithms of Tazari [21] for PLA-

NAR STEINER TREE or its modification for PLANAR EDGE

MULTIWAY CUT, or the algorithm of Klein and Marx [22]

for PLANAR EDGE MULTIWAY CUT, respectively, we obtain

faster parameterized algorithms for both problems.

1In the approximation algorithms literature, the term multiway cut usually
refers to an edge cut, i.e., a subset of edges of the graph, and the node-deletion
variants of the problem are often much harder. However, from the point of
view of parameterized complexity, there is usually little or no difference
between edge- and node-deletion variants of cut problems, and hence one
often considers the (more general) node-deletion variant as the ‘default one’.
To avoid confusion, in this work we always explicitly state that we consider
the edge-deletion variant.

Corollary I.5. Given a planar graph G, a terminal set S ⊆
V (G), and an integer k, one can

1) in 2O(
√
k log k)+O(k142|V (G)|) time decide whether the

PLANAR STEINER TREE instance (G,S) has a solution
with at most k edges;

2) in 2O(
√
k log k) + poly(|V (G)|) time decide whether the

PLANAR EDGE MULTIWAY CUT instance (G,S) has a
solution with at most k edges;

3) in 2O(|S|+
√
|S| log k)+poly(|V (G)|) time decide whether

the PLANAR EDGE MULTIWAY CUT instance (G,S) has
a solution with at most k edges.

This corollary improves on the subexponential-time algo-

rithm for PLANAR STEINER TREE previously proposed by the

authors [17], and on the algorithm for PLANAR EDGE MUL-

TIWAY CUT by Klein and Marx [22] if k = o(log |V (G)|).
As Tazari’s algorithm extends to graphs of bounded genus,

combining it with our kernelization algorithm, we obtain the

first subexponential-time algorithm for STEINER TREE on

graphs of bounded genus. The running time is a computable

function of the genus times the running time of the planar

case.

We also remark that a similar corollary is unlikely to exist

for the case of PLANAR STEINER FOREST. We observe that

the lower bound for STEINER FOREST on graphs of bounded

treewidth of Bateni et al. [23], with minor modifications,

shows also that PLANAR STEINER FOREST does not admit

a subexponential-time algorithm unless the Exponential Time

Hypothesis of Impagliazzo, Paturi, and Zane [24] fails.

Theorem I.6. Unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails,
no algorithm can decide in 2o(k)poly(|G|) time whether
PLANAR STEINER FOREST instances (G,S) have a solution
with at most k edges.

Edge-Weighted Planar Graphs. Although the decomposition

methods in the proof of Theorem I.1 were developed with

applications in unweighted graphs in mind, they can be

modified for graphs with positive edge weights (henceforth

called edge-weighted graphs). That is, we show the following

weighted and approximate variant of Theorem I.1:

Theorem I.7. Let ε > 0 be a fixed accuracy parameter,
and let B be an edge-weighted brick. Then one can find in
poly(ε−1) |B| log |B| time a subgraph H of B such that2

(i) ∂B ⊆ H ,
(ii) w(H) ≤ poly(ε−1)w(∂B), and

(iii) for every set S ⊆ V (∂B)×V (∂B) there exists a Steiner
forest FH that connects S in H such that w(FH) ≤
w(FB)+εw(∂B) for any Steiner forest FB that connects
S in B.

Notice that, contrary to Theorem I.1, we state Theorem I.7

in the language of Steiner forest, not Steiner tree. The reason

is that the allowed error in Theorem I.7 is additive, and

therefore the forest statement seems significantly stronger than

2We denote by w(H) the total weight of all the edges of a graph H .
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the tree one. Observe that for Theorem I.1, it would be of no

consequence to state it in the language of Steiner forest instead

of in the language of Steiner tree. We provide a sketch of the

proof of Theorem I.7 in Section IV.

Theorem I.7 influences the known polynomial-time approx-

imation schemes for network design as follows. The mortar

graph framework of Borradaile, Klein, and Mathieu [5] may

be understood as a method to decompose a brick into cells,

such that each cell is equipped with θ evenly-spaced portal

vertices, and there is an approximate Steiner tree that for each

cell uses a subset of the portal vertices to enter and leave the

cell. Then it suffices to preserve an approximate or optimal

Steiner tree for any subset of portal vertices. Previously, only

a bound that is exponential in θ on the preserved subgraph

of each cell was known [5]. The impact of our work is that

the dependency on θ can be reduced to a polynomial. This

observation is not only used to prove Theorem I.7, but also

leads to deeper understanding of the mortar graph framework.

Observe that one can directly derive an EPTAS for PLANAR

STEINER TREE from Theorem I.7: cut the input graph G
open along a 2-approximate Steiner tree (as in the kernel),

apply Theorem I.7 to the resulting brick B, and project the

obtained graph H back onto the original graph. An optimal

Steiner tree in G becomes an optimal Steiner forest in B, and

thus the projection of H preserves an approximate Steiner

tree for the input instance. Since the total weight of H is

within a multiplicative factor poly(ε−1) of the weight of

the optimal solution for the input instance, an application

of Baker’s shifting technique [25] can find an approximate

solution in H in 2poly(ε
−1)|H| log |H| time. However, we note

that the polynomial dependency on ε in the exponent is worse

than the one obtained by the currently known EPTAS [5],

despite our substantially improved reduction of the cells. This

is because that EPTAS utilizes Baker’s technique in a more

clever way that is aware of the properties of the mortar graph,

and is indifferent to the actual replacement within each cell.

B. Discussion

A drawback of our methods is that the exponents in the

kernel bounds and the polynomial dependency on ε−1 in

the weighted variant are currently large, making the results

theoretical. However, we see the strength of our results in

that we prove that a polynomial kernel actually exists —

thus proving that PLANAR STEINER TREE, PLANAR STEINER

FOREST, and PLANAR EDGE MULTIWAY CUT belong to the

class of problems that have a polynomial kernel — rather than

in the actual size bound. We believe that, using the road paved

by our work, it is possible to decrease the exponent in the

bound of the kernel. In fact, we conjecture that the correct

dependency in Theorem I.1 is quadratic, with a grid being the

worst-case scenario.

Another limitation of our methods is that we need to

parameterize by the number of edges of the Steiner tree.

Although we believe that we can extend our results to kernelize

PLANAR STEINER TREE with respect to the parameter number
of non-terminal vertices of the tree, extending to the parameter

number of terminals seems challenging. On general graphs,

this parameter has already been studied, and it is known that

the problem has a (tight) fixed-parameter algorithm [26, 27]

and no polynomial kernel unless part of the polynomial

hierarchy collapses [13]. However, our methods seem far from

resolving whether PLANAR STEINER TREE has a polynomial

kernel with respect to this smaller parameter. Similarly, one

may consider graph-separation problems with vertex-based

parameters, such as ODD CYCLE TRANSVERSAL or the node-

deletion variant of MULTIWAY CUT. On planar graphs, both of

these problems are some sort of Steiner problem on the dual

graph. It would be interesting to show polynomial kernels for

these problems (without using the matroid framework [15]).

To generalize our methods, it would be interesting to lift

our results to more general graph classes, such as graphs with

a fixed excluded minor. For EDGE MULTIWAY CUT, even the

bounded-genus case remains open. Further work is also needed

to improve the allowed error in Theorem I.7. Currently, this

error is an additive error of εw(∂B). In other words, a near-

optimal Steiner forest is preserved only for “large” optimal

forests, that is, for ones of size comparable to the perimeter

of B. Is it possible to improve Theorem I.7 to ensure a (1+ε)
multiplicative error? That is, to obtain a variant of Theorem I.7

where the graph H satisfies w(FH) ≤ (1 + ε)w(FB), and

thus to preserve near-optimal Steiner forests at all scales?

Finally, since our methods handle problems that are beyond the

reach of the theory of bidimensionality, our contribution might

open the door to a more general framework that is capable of

addressing a broader range of problems.

C. Related work

The three problems considered in this paper (STEINER

TREE, STEINER FOREST, and EDGE MULTIWAY CUT) are

all NP-hard [28, 29] and unlikely to have a PTAS [29, 30]

on general graphs. However, they do admit constant-factor

approximation algorithms [31]–[33].

STEINER TREE has a 2|S|·poly(|G|)-time, polynomial-space

algorithm on general graphs [26]; the exponential factor is be-

lieved to be optimal [27], but an improvement has not yet been

ruled out under the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis. The

algorithm for STEINER TREE implies a (2|S|)|S| · poly(|G|)-
time, polynomial-space algorithm for STEINER FOREST. On

the other hand, EDGE MULTIWAY CUT remains NP-hard

on general graphs even when |S| = 3 [29], while for the

parameterization by the size of the cut k, a 1.84k · poly(|G|)-
time algorithm is known [34].

Neither STEINER TREE nor STEINER FOREST admits a

polynomial kernel on general graphs [13], unless the polyno-

mial hierarchy collapses. Recently, a polynomial kernel was

given for EDGE and NODE MULTIWAY CUT for a constant

number of terminals or deletable terminals [15]; nevertheless,

the question for a polynomial kernel in the general case

remains open.

STEINER TREE, STEINER FOREST, and EDGE MULTIWAY

CUT all remain NP-hard on planar graphs [29, 35], even

in restricted cases. All three problems do admit an EPTAS
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on planar graphs [5, 36, 37], and STEINER TREE admits an

EPTAS on bounded-genus graphs [38].

We are not aware of any previous kernelization results

for STEINER TREE, STEINER FOREST, or EDGE MULTIWAY

CUT on planar graphs. The question of the existence of a

subexponential-time algorithm for PLANAR STEINER TREE

was first explicitly pursued by Tazari [21]. He showed that

such a result would be implied by a subexponential or poly-

nomial kernel. The current authors adapted the main ideas

of the EPTAS for PLANAR STEINER TREE [5] to show a

subexponential-time algorithm [17], without actually giving

a kernel beforehand. The algorithm of [17] in fact finds

subexponentially many subgraphs of subexponential size, one

of which is a subexponential kernel if the instance is a

YES-instance. Finally, for EDGE MULTIWAY CUT on planar

graphs, a 2O(|S|) · |G|O(
√
|S|)-time algorithm is known [22]

and believed to be optimal [39].

II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM I.1

Before we start, we set up some notation. For a subgraph

H of G, we silently identify H with the edge set of H;

that is, all our subgraphs are edge-induced. For a brick B,

∂B[a, b] denotes the subpath of ∂B obtained by traversing ∂B
in counter-clockwise direction from a to b. By Π we denote the

standard Euclidean plane. For a closed curve γ on Π, we say

that γ strictly encloses c ∈ Π if c /∈ γ and γ is not continuously

retractable in Π \ {c} to a single point, and γ encloses c if it

strictly encloses c or c ∈ γ. This notion naturally translates

to cycles and walks in a plane graph G (strictly) enclosing

vertices, edges, and faces of G.

The idea behind the proof of Theorem I.1 is to apply it

recursively on subbricks (subgraphs enclosed by a simple

cycle) of the given brick B. The main challenge is to devise an

appropriate way to decompose B into subbricks, so that their

“measure” decreases. Here we use the perimeter of a brick as

a potential that measures the progress of the algorithm.

Intuitively, we would want to do the following. Let T be

a tree in B that connects a subset of the vertices on the

perimeter of B. Then T splits B into a number of smaller

bricks B1, . . . , Br, formed by the finite faces of ∂B ∪ T
(see Figure 1a). We recurse on bricks Bi, obtaining graphs

Hi ⊆ Bi, and return H :=
⋃r

i=1 Hi. We can prove that this

decomposition yields a polynomial bound on |H| if (i) all

bricks Bi have multiplicatively smaller perimeter than B, and

(ii) the sum of the perimeters of the subbricks is linear in the

perimeter of B.

In this approach, there are two clear issues that need to

be solved. The first issue is that we need an algorithm to

decide whether there is a tree T for which the induced set of

subbricks satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). We design a dynamic

programming algorithm that either correctly decides that no

such tree exists, or finds a set of subbricks of B that satisfies

condition (i) and (ii). In the latter case, we can recurse on each

of those subbricks.

The second issue is that there might be no trees T for which

the induced set of subbricks satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). In

this case, optimal Steiner trees, which are a natural candidate

for such partitioning trees T , behave in a specific way. For

example, consider the tree of Figure 1b, which consists of

two small trees T1, T2 that lie on opposite sides of the brick

B and that are connected through a shortest path P (of length

slightly less than |∂B|/2). Then both faces of ∂B ∪ T that

neighbour P may have perimeter almost equal to |∂B|, thus

blocking our default decomposition approach.

To address this second issue, we propose a completely

different decomposition. Intuitively, we find a cycle C of

length linear in |∂B| that lies close to ∂B, such that all

vertices of degree three or more of any optimal Steiner tree

are hidden in the ring between C and ∂B (see Figure 1c). We

then decompose the ring between ∂B and C into a number

of smaller bricks. We recursively apply Theorem I.1 to these

bricks, and return the result of these recursive calls together

with a set of shortest paths inside C between any pair of

vertices on C.

In Section II-A below, we formalise the above notions

and give the algorithm that addresses the first issue. Then,

Section II-B describes the default decomposition, whereas Sec-

tion II-C describes the alternative decomposition that addresses

the second issue.

A. Deciding on the Decomposition

In this section, we present some of the basic notions of our

paper and describe the algorithm that decides which of the

two possible decompositions is used.

Definition II.1. For a brick B, a brick covering of B is a
family B = {B1, . . . , Bp} of bricks, such that (i) each Bi,
1 ≤ i ≤ p, is a subbrick of B, and (ii) each face of B is
contained in at least one brick Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p. A brick covering
is called a brick partition if each face of B is contained in
exactly one brick Bi.

We note that if B = {B1, . . . , Bp} is a brick partition of B,

then every edge of ∂B belongs to the perimeter of exactly one

brick Bi, while every edge strictly enclosed by ∂B either is in

the interior of exactly one brick Bi, or lies on the perimeters

of exactly two bricks Bi, Bj for i �= j.

Any connected set F ⊆ B will be called a connector. Let

S be the set of vertices of ∂B adjacent to at least one edge of

F ; the elements of S are the anchors of the connector F . We

then say that F connects S. For a connector F , we say that

F is optimal if there is no connector F ′ with |F ′| < |F | that

connects a superset of the anchors of F . Clearly, each optimal

connector F induces a tree, whose every leaf is an anchor of

F . We say that a connector F ⊆ B is brickable if the boundary

of every inner face of ∂B ∪ F is a simple cycle, i.e., these

boundaries form subbricks of B. Let B be the corresponding

brick partition of B. Observe that
∑

B′∈B |∂B′| ≤ |∂B|+2|F |.
Next, we define the crucial notions for partitions and cov-

erings that are used for the default decomposition.

Definition II.2. The total perimeter of a brick covering B =
{B1, . . . , Bp} is defined as

∑p
i=1 |∂Bi|. For a constant c > 0,
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Fig. 1: (a) shows an optimal Steiner tree T and how it partitions the brick B into smaller bricks B1, . . . , Br. (b) shows an

optimal Steiner tree that connects a set of vertices on the perimeter of B and that consists of two small trees T1, T2 that are

connected by a long path P ; note that both bricks neighbouring P may have perimeter very close to |∂B|. (c) shows a cycle

C that (in particular) hides the small trees T1, T2 in the ring between C and ∂B, and a subsequent decomposition of B into

smaller bricks.

B is c-short if the total perimeter of B is at most c · |∂B|. For
a constant τ > 0, B is τ -nice if |∂Bi| ≤ (1 − τ) · |∂B| for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ p.

Similarly, a brickable connector F ⊆ B, with B =
{B1, . . . , Bp} being the corresponding brick partition, is c-
short if B is c-short, is simply short if it is 3-short, and is
τ -nice if B is τ -nice.

Observe that if F ⊆ B is a brickable connector, then F is

c-short if |F | ≤ |∂B| · (c−1)/2, and F is short if |F | ≤ |∂B|.
Moreover, if F is an optimal connector, then F is a short

brickable connector, as F must be a tree of length at most

|∂B|. Now we are ready to give the algorithm that decides

what decomposition to use.

Theorem II.3. Let τ > 0 be a fixed constant. Given a brick
B, in O(|∂B|8|B|) time one can either correctly conclude that
no short τ -nice tree exists in B or find a 3-short τ -nice brick
covering of B.

The proof of Theorem II.3 is a technical modification of

the classical algorithm of Erickson et al. [40]. That algorithm

computes an optimal Steiner tree in a planar graph assuming

that all the terminals lie on the boundary of the infinite face.

It uses the Dreyfus-Wagner dynamic-programming approach,

where a state consists of a subset of already connected termi-

nals, and the current “interface” vertex; the main observation

is that only states with consecutive terminals on the boundary

are relevant, yielding a polynomial bound on the number of

them. In our case, we can proceed similarly: our state consists

of the leftmost and rightmost chosen terminal, the “interface”

vertex inside the brick, the total length of the tree, and the

length of the leftmost and rightmost path in the constructed

tree. Consequently, the terminals are chosen on-the-fly.

In case some short τ -nice tree exists, for technical reasons

we cannot ensure that the output of the algorithm of Theo-

rem II.3 will actually be a brick partition corresponding to

some short τ -nice tree. Instead, the algorithm may output a

brick covering, but one that is guaranteed to be 3-short and

τ -nice. This is sufficient for our purposes.

We can now formally describe the main line of reasoning

of our sparsification algorithm. Let τ > 0 be some constant

chosen later. If |∂B| ≤ 2/τ , then for each S ⊆ V (∂B)
we compute an optimal Steiner tree that connects S using

the algorithm of Erickson et al. [40], and take the union of

all such trees. If |∂B| > 2/τ , then we run the algorithm

of Theorem II.3 for B and τ . If the algorithm returns a 3-

short τ -nice brick covering, then we proceed to the default

decomposition, formalized in Section II-B below. Otherwise,

if the algorithm of Theorem II.3 concluded that B does not

contain any short τ -nice tree, then we proceed to the arguments

in Section II-C. We show that in all cases we obtain a subgraph

of B that satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem I.1.

B. The Default Decomposition

Suppose that the algorithm of Theorem II.3 returns a 3-short

τ -nice brick covering B = {B1, . . . , Bp} of B. We can then

use this brick covering as a decomposition and recurse on each

brick individually. This is formalized in the following lemma.

Lemma II.4. Let c, τ > 0 be constants. Let B be a brick
and let B = {B1, . . . , Bp} be a c-short τ -nice brick covering
of B. Assume that the algorithm of Theorem I.1 was applied
recursively to bricks B1, . . . , Bp, and let H1, . . . , Hp be the
subgraphs output by this algorithm for B1, . . . , Bp, respec-
tively, where |Hi| ≤ C · |∂Bi|α for some constants C > 0
and α ≥ 1 such that (1 − τ)α−1 ≤ 1

c . Let H =
⋃p

i=1 Hi.
Then H satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem I.1, with
|H| ≤ C · |∂B|α.

Proof: To see that H satisfies condition (i), note that every

edge of ∂B is in the perimeter of some brick Bi, and that

∂Bi ⊆ Hi for every i = 1, 2, . . . , p. Therefore, ∂B ⊆ H .

To see that H satisfies condition (ii), recall that B is c-
short and that |∂Bi| ≤ (1− τ) · |∂B| for each i = 1, 2, . . . , p.

Therefore, |∂Bi|α ≤ |∂Bi| · (1 − τ)α−1|∂B|α−1, and |H| ≤
C · |∂B|α.

Finally, to see that H satisfies condition (iii), let S ⊆
V (∂B) be a set of terminals lying on the perimeter of B,

and let T be an optimal Steiner tree connecting S in B
that contains a minimum number of edges that are not in

H . We claim that T ⊆ H . Assume the contrary, and let
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e ∈ T \H . Since each face of B is contained in some brick

of B, there exists a brick Bi such that ∂Bi encloses e. As

∂Bi ⊆ Hi ⊆ H , we infer e /∈ ∂Bi. Consider the subgraph

of T strictly enclosed by ∂Bi, and let X be the connected

component of this subgraph that contains e. Clearly, X is

a connector inside Bi. Since Hi is obtained by a recursive

application of Theorem I.1, there exists a connected subgraph

D ⊆ Hi that connects the anchors of X and that satisfies

|D| ≤ |X|. Let T ′ = (T \ X) ∪ D. Observe that |T ′| ≤ |T |
and that T ′ contains strictly less edges that are not in H
than T does. Since D connects the anchors of X in Hi, T

′

still connects the anchors of T in B, that is, T ′ connects S.

However, T is an optimal Steiner tree that connects S, and

thus T ′ is also an optimal Steiner tree that connects S. Since

T ′ contains strictly less edges that are not in H than T , this

contradicts the choice of T . Hence, T ⊆ H .

C. The Alternative Decomposition — Mountain Ranges and
the Core

Suppose that the algorithm of Theorem II.3 decides that no

short τ -nice tree exists in B. As mentioned before, we want

to find a cycle C of length linear in |∂B| that is close to ∂B,

such that all vertices of degree three or more of any optimal

Steiner tree are hidden in the ring between C and ∂B (see

Figure 1c). In the following, we use a constant δ ∈ (0, 1
2 ),

which depends on τ and is chosen later.

Definition II.5. A δ-carve L from a brick B is a pair (P, I),
where P , called the carvemark, is a path in B between two
distinct vertices a, b ∈ V (∂B) of length at most ( 12−δ) · |∂B|,
and I , called the carvebase, is a shortest of the two paths
∂B[a, b], ∂B[b, a]. The subgraph enclosed by the closed walk
P ∪ I is called the interior of a δ-carve.

Of particular interest will be the following special type of

δ-carves.

Definition II.6. For fixed l, r ∈ V (∂B), a δ-mountain of B
for l, r is a δ-carve M in B such that

1) l and r are the endpoints of the carvemark and carvebase
of M ;

2) the edges of the carvemark can be partitioned into two
paths PL, PR, where PL is a shortest l–PR path in the
interior of M and PR is a shortest r–PL path in the
interior of M .

We write M = (PL ∧ PR) to exhibit the partition of the

carvemark into paths PL and PR. We use vM to denote the

unique vertex of V (PL) ∩ V (PR). We also say that a δ-

mountain M connects the vertices l and r.

The following lemma motivates why we are interested in

δ-mountains. For a tree T , T [a, b] denotes the unique path in

T between vertices a and b.

Lemma II.7. Let B be a brick and let T be an optimal
Steiner tree connecting V (T ) ∩ V (∂B) in B. Let uv ∈ T
be an edge of T , where v is of degree at least 3 in T , and
let Tv be the connected component of T \ {uv} containing v,

rooted at v. Let l and r be the leftmost and rightmost elements
of V (Tv) ∩ V (∂B), that is, V (Tv) ∩ V (∂B) ⊆ V (∂B[l, r])
and T [l, r] ∪ ∂B[r, l] encloses uv. Assume furthermore that
|∂B[l, r]| < |∂B|/2. Then M := (T [l, v] ∧ T [r, v]) is a δ-
mountain connecting l and r, for any δ < 1/2−|T [l, r]|/|∂B|.

Proof: As v is of degree at least 3 in T , v has degree

at least 2 in Tv , and T [l, v] ∩ T [r, v] = {v}. Therefore,

T [l, v] ∪ T [v, r] = T [l, r], and T [l, r] induces a δ-carve M
with carvebase ∂B[l, r].

Suppose that M is not a δ-mountain if we take PL = T [l, v]
and PR = T [r, v]. Without loss of generality, there exists a

path P enclosed by M that connects l with w ∈ V (PR),
V (PR)∩V (P ) = {w}, and |P | < |T [l, v]|. Let D be the sub-

graph of M enclosed by the closed walk T [l, v]∪P ∪T [v, w].
Define T ′ := (T \D)∪T [v, w]∪P . As T [v, w]∪T [l, v] ⊆ D,

|T ′| < |T |. By the definition of l and r, T [l, v] \ P does

not contain any vertex of ∂B. Therefore, T ′ is a connected

subgraph of B connecting V (T ) ∩ V (∂B), a contradiction to

the optimality of T .

The above lemma shows that small subtrees of optimal

Steiner trees in B are hidden in δ-mountains. Here, ‘small’

means that the leftmost and rightmost path in the subtree

have total length at most (1/2 − δ) · |∂B|. Note that an

optimal Steiner tree in B has total size smaller than |∂B|,
as ∂B without an arbitrary edge connects any subset of

V (∂B). Therefore, if we choose δ appropriately, then we can

‘hide’ almost an entire optimal non-τ -nice Steiner tree in at

most two δ-mountains. To hide most of all optimal Steiner

trees, we consider unions of δ-mountains. For fixed vertices

l, r ∈ V (∂B), the δ-mountain range is the closed walk Wl,r

in B such that a face f of B is enclosed by Wl,r if and only

if f belongs to some δ-mountain that connects l and r.

Theorem II.8 (Mountain Range Theorem). Fix τ ∈ [0, 1/4)
and δ ∈ [2τ, 1/2), and assume that B does not admit any short
τ -nice tree. Then for any fixed l, r ∈ V (∂B) with |∂B[l, r]| <
|∂B|/2, Wl,r has length at most 3 · |∂B[l, r]|. Moreover, the
set of the faces enclosed by Wl,r can be computed in O(|B|)
time.

Proof sketch: By case analysis, we deduce that the set

of all inclusion-wise maximal δ-mountains essentially looks as

in Figure 2a, i.e., for any two maximal mountains there exists

exactly one region of the plane that is in one of them but not

in the other one.

Let {M i = (P i
L, P

i
R)}si=1 be the set of all these maximal δ-

mountains, ordered from left to right. By induction, we show

that the perimeter of the union of the first i δ-mountains,

denoted pi, is at most |∂B[l, r]|+ |P 1
R|+ |P i

L|. This statement

clearly holds for i = 1, and for i = s it proves the bound on the

perimeter of the δ-mountain range promised by Theorem II.8.

For the inductive step, define b = |P i+1
R | and e = |P i

L|. Let

v be the first point on P i+1
L that lies on P i

R. We denote the

distance (along P i+1
L ) from l to v as d and the distance from

v to vMi+1 as a. Finally, we denote by c the distance (along

P i
R) from r to v. These definitions are illustrated in Figure 2a.
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Fig. 2: (a) shows a mountain range. (b) shows a short τ -nice tree occurring if π(v) and π(u) are far from I . (c) shows the

cycle C0 formed by the union of the perimeters of the mountain ranges; example mountain ranges are drawn solid. (d) shows

how to shortcut the tree T (solid) with a shortest xy-path Q (gray).

Observe that d ≥ e, because M i is a δ-mountain. Similarly,

observe that c ≥ b, because M i+1 is a δ-mountain. Hence,

pi+1 − pi = a+ b− c ≤ a ≤ a+ d− e = |P i+1
L | − |P i

L|. This

concludes the inductive step. We omit the description of the

algorithm that finds the mountain range.

We now designateO(τ−1) vertices on ∂B, and construct the

union M of all δ-mountain ranges for each pair of designated

vertices. Using the following deep theorem, we can show that

M is not the entire brick.

Theorem II.9 (Core Theorem). For any τ ∈ (0, 1
4 ) and any

δ ∈ [2τ, 1
2 ), if B has no short τ -nice tree, then there exists a

face of B that is not enclosed by any δ-carve. Moreover, such
a face can be found in O(|B|) time.

Proof sketch: Suppose, for sake of contradiction, that all

faces of B are enclosed by some δ-carve. We first observe

that, for any brickable short tree T with diameter not more

than ( 12 −δ) · |∂B|, there exists an interval IT of ∂B of length

at most ( 12 − δ
2 ) · |∂B| such that all anchors of T are in IT .

If no such interval exists, then every brick induced by T has

perimeter less than ( 12−δ)·|∂B|+( 12+
δ
2 )·|∂B| ≤ (1−τ)·|∂B|.

Hence, T would be τ -nice, a contradiction.

Define a map v → π(v) for v ∈ V (B) such that π(v) is

a vertex of ∂B closest to v. The main observation is that if

v and u belong to the interior of some δ-carve (P, I), then

the distance between π(v) and π(u) along ∂B is at most

( 12 − δ
2 ) · |∂B|. To see this, consider the shortest paths Pv

from v to π(v). These paths can be used to form a tree T ,

consisting of P , the subpath of Pv to π(v) from the last point

of Pv on P , and the subpath of Pu to π(u) from the last point

of Pu on P (see Figure 2b). We observe that the diameter of

T is bounded by |P | ≤ ( 12 − δ) · |∂B|, because the paths that

make up T always have length at most the corresponding part

of P . Moreover, as T has only four leaves, |T | is bounded by

twice the diameter of T , so T is short. Hence, π(v), π(u), and

V (P )∩ V (∂B) lie on the interval IT , as observed above. We

extend π to the edges of B by mapping uv onto the shorter

subpath between π(u) and π(v) on ∂B. Now consider a face

f that is enclosed by (P, I). We note that no point of any

edge of f is mapped to a point lying exactly opposite on ∂B
to any point in V (P )∩ V (∂B), as such points cannot belong

to IT . Hence, all edges of f are mapped to an interval of

∂B. Since an interval is a simply connected metric space, we

can extend π from the boundary of face f to its interior in a

continuous manner such that the whole face f is mapped into

it. Consequently, since every face of B can be enclosed by

a δ-carve, we have constructed a retraction of a closed disc

onto its boundary. This contradicts Borsuk’s non-retraction

theorem [41].

As each δ-mountain is actually a δ-carve, M does not

contain an arbitrarily chosen core face fcore promised by

Theorem II.9. Hence, the union of the perimeters of the δ-

mountain ranges that make up M contains a cycle C0 that

separates fcore from the mountain ranges. Moreover, as we

construct only O(τ−2) mountain ranges, each of perimeter

O(|∂B|) by Theorem II.8, we have that |C0| = O(|∂B|); see

Figure 2c.

We observe that certain optimal Steiner trees in B may

behave nontrivially in the subgraph enclosed by C0, and in

particular, may still have a vertex of degree three or more

that is enclosed by C0. However, this behavior is easily dealt

with as follows. Consider the situation in Figure 2d. If Q is

a shortest path between x and y, then we may replace the

part of the tree to the left of Q by Q. Hence, we shortcut C0

whenever possible while keeping fcore enclosed by C0. By

choosing δ = 4τ , we then obtain the following result.

Theorem II.10. Let τ ∈ (0, 1/36]. Assume that B does not
admit any short τ -nice tree and that |∂B| > 2/τ . Then one
can in O(|B|) time compute a simple cycle C in B with the
following properties:

1) the length of C is at most 16
τ2 |∂B|;

2) for each vertex x ∈ V (C), there exists a path from x to
V (∂B) of length at most ( 14 − 2τ) · |∂B| such that no
edge of the path is strictly enclosed by C;

3) C encloses fcore, where fcore is a face of B, promised
by Theorem II.9, that is not enclosed by any 2τ -carve;

4) for any S ⊆ V (∂B), there exists an optimal Steiner tree
TS that connects S in B such that no vertex of degree at
least 3 in TS is strictly enclosed by C.

Finally, we are ready to describe the decomposition. Apply

the algorithm of Theorem II.10 to B, and let C denote

the resulting cycle. We can then decompose the brick as

in Figure 1c, meaning that the area between C and ∂B is
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partitioned into a number of small subbricks of total perimeter

O(|∂B|). Here we use the second property of C that is

promised by Theorem II.10 to build the sides of the subbricks.

We recursively apply Theorem I.1 to these subbricks, and let

H denote the union of the resulting subgraphs. Then we add

to H for each pair of vertices of C a shortest path in the

area enclosed by C between the two vertices if that shortest

path has length at most |∂B|. The linear bound on the total

perimeter of the subbricks enables a similar analysis as in

the proof of Lemma II.4. We then choose τ = 1/36. This

concludes the proof of Theorem I.1.

III. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM I.1

In this section, we briefly sketch how to prove Theo-

rems I.2, I.3, and I.4.

Proof sketch of Theorem I.2: We manipulate the graph

such that all terminals lie on the outer face. We first find a

2-approximate Steiner tree Tapx for S in G. We then cut the

plane open along Tapx, cf. [5]. That is, we create an Euler tour

of Tapx that traverses each edge twice in different directions

and respects the plane embedding of Tapx. Then we duplicate

every edge of Tapx, replace each vertex v of Tapx with d− 1
copies of v, where d is the degree of v in Tapx, and distribute

the copies in the plane embedding so that we obtain a new face

F with boundary corresponding to the aforementioned Euler

tour. Fix the embedding of the resulting graph Ĝ such that F
is its outer face. Note that the terminals S lie only on the outer

face of Ĝ, and that |∂Ĝ| ≤ 4kOPT . Apply Theorem I.1 to Ĝ
to obtain Ĥ , which is of size O(|∂Ĝ|142) = O(k142OPT ). As an

optimal Steiner tree T in G splits into a family of trees in Ĝ
that each connect subsets of V (T )∩V (∂Ĝ), the projection of

Ĥ onto G yields the desired set F ⊆ E(G).
To prove Theorem I.3, we compute a simple approximate

solution and remove all edges that are farther from a terminal

than the size of this approximate solution. We then apply the

same idea as in Theorem I.2 to each of the resulting connected

components.

The idea behind the proof of Theorem I.4 is that the EDGE

MULTIWAY CUT problem becomes a STEINER FOREST-like

problem in the dual graph. Hence, we cut open the dual of G
similarly as we cut open G in Theorem I.2: for each terminal

t of G, we take the cycle Ct in the dual of G that consists

of all edges incident to t, and cut the dual along a short

connected subgraph containing all cycles Ct for all terminals

of G. We show that to preserve an optimal solution for EDGE

MULTIWAY CUT in G it suffices to preserve an optimal Steiner

tree for any choice of the terminals on the perimeter of the

obtained brick. Hence, to apply Theorem I.1, we need to bound

the length the perimeter, that is, the length of the subgraph of

the dual of G that we cut along. By standard reductions, the

total length of the cycles Ct (i.e., the total number of edges

incident to terminals) is bounded by 2kOPT , where kOPT

is the optimal solution size. Hence, it suffices to bound the

diameter of the dual of G.

To this end, we fix a terminal t and choose an inclusion-wise

maximal laminar family of minimal separators that separate t

from the remaining terminals and that are maximally “pushed

away” from t (that is, they are important separators in the sense

of [42]). By the “pushed away” property of the chosen family,

each chosen separator is of different size, and as there are at

most 2kOPT edges incident to the terminals, the largest chosen

separator is of size at most 2kOPT . Hence, there are O(k2OPT )
edges in this chosen laminar family of minimal separators.

The essence of the proof is to show that an edge that is

“far” from the chosen family of separators is irrelevant for

the problem, and may be safely contracted. Here, “far” means

ckOPT for some universal constant c. Intuitively, if such an

edge e is chosen in an optimal solution X , then the connected

component of X of the dual of G that contains e lives between

two separators from the chosen family, and we can show that

it can be replaced by (a part of) one of these two separators.

Hence, after this reduction is performed exhaustively, the

diameter of the dual of G is bounded by O(k3OPT ). Con-

sequently, cutting the graph open and applying Theorem I.1

leads to a polynomial kernel.

Using the extension of Theorem I.1 to graphs of bounded

genus, we can extend Theorem I.2 and I.3, and part 1 of

Corollary I.5 to such graphs.

IV. OVERVIEW OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM I.7

We now focus on the weighted variant, and sketch the proof

of Theorem I.7.

We start by considering a base case, where S consists of a

single terminal pair and H must contain a Steiner forest FH

that connects S such that w(FH) ≤ (1 + ε)w(FB) for any

Steiner forest FB in B that connects S. To this end, we first

partition the input brick into strips [43]. Informally speaking,

a strip is a brick whose perimeter can be partitioned into a

shortest path (called the south boundary) and an “almost”

shortest path (called the north boundary). Note that any Steiner

tree in a strip that cannot be replaced by a part of the

perimeter, even with a small loss in weight, needs to contain

terminals both on the south and north boundary. We use this

observation to provide an explicit construction of the graph

H in a single strip, using so-called columns (similar to the

columns introduced in [5]).

With the base case of a single terminal pair in mind, we

move to the θ-variant of Theorem I.7, where S is allowed to

contain only θ terminal pairs and the obtained bound for w(H)
depends polynomially both on ε−1 and θ. In this proof, we use

the entire power of the structural results and decomposition

methods developed for the proof of Theorem I.1, adjusted

to the edge-weighted case. In short, we show that if we

decompose each brick recursively into smaller bricks, stopping

when the perimeter of the brick drops below some threshold

poly(ε/θ)w(∂B), then we can take the single-pair graph H
developed previously in each such small brick, and the union

of all such graphs has the desired properties. The crux of the

analysis is that the bound θ ensures that we can “buy” the

entire perimeter of each small brick in which some vertex

of degree at least three of an optimal Steiner forest of B is

present.
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Finally, we use the partitioning methods from the EP-

TAS [5], the so-called mortar graph framework, to derive

Theorem I.7 from the θ-variant. The mortar graph constructed

by [5] is essentially a brickable connector. We call the bricks

induced by this connector cells. The mortar graph has the

property that there exists a near-optimal Steiner forest in B that

crosses each cell at most α(ε) = o(ε−5.5) times. Therefore, we

construct the mortar graph of the input brick and then apply

θ-variant to each cell independently, for an appropriate choice

of θ = poly(ε−1). This then yields the desired graph H .
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